Abstract-We have previously reported on continuous miniature crystal element (cMiCE) PET detectors that provide depth of interaction (DOI) positioning capability. A key component of the design is the use of a statistics-based positioning (SBP) method for 3D event positioning. The Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) expresses limits on the estimate variances for a set of deterministic parameters. We examine the CRLB as a useful metric to evaluate the performance of our SBP algorithm and to quickly compare the best possible resolution when investigating new detector designs.
I. INTRODUCTION
O UR group has previously reported on high resolution, continuous miniature crystal element (cMiCE) small animal PET detectors [1] - [4] . Comparing with discrete crystal PET detectors, cMiCE has a number of advantages that includes low cost, high packing fraction, continuous sampling and intrinsic depth of interaction (DOI) decoding capability. Accurate spatial positioning is a challenging task for monolithic crystal PET detectors. A key component of our design is the use of a 3D statistics based positioning (SBP) algorithm. The SBP algorithm requires detector light response function calibration followed by maximum likelihood (ML) based event positioning [1] , [2] . In addition to our work there are a number of other laboratories investigating high resolution, monolithic crystal PET detector designs [5] - [8] . Besides the ML estimation method [1] , [5] , the neural network method [6] and the nearest neighbor method [8] are the other two commonly used positioning algorithms.
The Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) expresses a theoretical lower bound on the variance of estimators for a deterministic parameter [9] - [11] . For our SBP algorithm, the CRLB can be used to investigate the best possible spatial resolution from the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator given the detector light response function. Since the CRLB only depends on the shape of the detector light response function, it could be used to evaluate the performance of our SBP algorithm. In addition, the CRLB can be used to serve as a quick guide when investigating new detector geometries.
The aims of this work are to evaluate the positioning performance of the SBP algorithm based on experimental data and to investigate what causes the difference between the measured spatial resolution and the CRLB through simulation. Fig. 1 illustrates the cMiCE detector module used in our experiments [3] . A LYSO crystal is coupled to Hamamatsu H8500 PMT on the exit surface. In order to achieve optimum positioning performance, the entrance surface of the crystal was painted white while the sides of the crystal were painted black to reduce reflections [12] . Normally incident 511-keV photon fluxes with 0.6-mm FWHM on the entrance surface were used to generate calibration data to build look up 0018-9499/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE Fig. 1 . CMiCE detector module with conventional design used in experiment and simulation. DOI decoding is done based on the correlation between DOI and the light distribution among different PMT channels. Fig. 2 . A mask around the central maximum channel is used to determine which channels to use for positioning. # means channel with maximum signal. * represents neighboring channels used for positioning (a) 21 channel mask, the largest distance between neighboring channels and peak channel is 2.24 channels (b) 37 channel mask, the largest distance between neighboring channels and peak channel is 3.16 channels.
II. DETECTOR DESIGN AND METHODS

A. Experimental Setup
tables (LUTs) and to generate test data for X/Y resolution characterization. 45 incident beams with 0.85-mm FWHM on the entrance surface were used to test the DOI resolution. The difference between the estimated X position and entry X position were used as the reference DOI position when calculating the DOI resolution.
The test events were positioned using all 64 channels or a subset of channels (e.g., 21 or 37 out of 64 channels) determined by the maximum signal channel. The layout is shown in Fig. 2 . When the centroid of the light response function approaches the edge of the crystal, we truncate these patterns of photodetectors and the number of channels chosen to acquire can be reduced. Using a subset of channels could speed up the event positioning process. How it affects the positioning resolution depends on the data statistics. For detector geometries where some photodetectors receive very little light, it could potentially improve the intrinsic spatial resolution by removing the channels dominated by noise.
B. Simulation Setup
Simulation tools that we previously integrated [13] were modified to investigate the cMiCE detector performance [14] . GEANT [15] was used to track the gamma ray interactions (both photoelectric and Compton scatter) within the crystal. The non-proportionality of LYSO was modeled according to the tables reported by Rooney [16] , [17] . DETECT2000 [18] , [19] was used to determine the probability that a light photon generated at a specific position in the crystal is detected by a specific photodetector channel. The SiPM characteristics were modeled based upon the device performance from FBK-irst. A comprehensive model presented in [20] was used to simulate the nonlinear response of SiPM. Table I summarizes the SiPM characteristic parameters used for this work. The SiPM array was modeled as a 12 12 array of elements with 4.1-mm center-to-center spacing based upon currently available SiPMs [21] . Each SiPM element consists of 3080 microcells [21] . The photon detection efficiency (PDE) is 16% [22] . The dark count rate represents the dark count rate at [22] . Assuming the breakdown voltage variation between different channels is 0.3 V in FWHM [22] , the corresponding PDE variation is 12% in FWHM [23] and the corresponding gain variation is 15% in FWHM [24] . The crosstalk probability and the after pulsing probability are 3% and 5% [25] . We assume the temperature remains constant during detector calibration and test data collection.
The positioning performance of the cMiCE detector module with the same configuration as in Fig. 1 was evaluated through simulation. Quantum efficiency (QE) of 22.5% was used to match the experimental setup. The X/Y/DOI resolution was characterized for normally incident test beams with 0.6-mm FWHM. True DOI positions were used to calculate DOI resolution. The aim is to compare the positioning performance of simulation study and experimental study. Fig. 3 shows the cMiCE detector module with novel sensor-on-entrance-surface (SES) design used in simulation [26] , [27] . A 144-channel silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) array was placed on the entrance surface of a LYSO crystal. The exit surface of the crystal was modeled as white paint with 0.98 reflection coefficient. The sides of the crystal were modeled as black paint with 0.10 reflection coefficient. Placing photodetectors on the entrance surface could improve the X/Y/DOI spatial resolution performance compared to placing photodetectors on the exit surface [26] , [27] . This is because for the SES design the majority of the events occur in the front section of the crystal, where the light response function changes more rapidly and the derivative of the light response function effectively places a lower bound on intrinsic spatial resolution. Since PMTs are bulky and cause significant attenuation when placed on the entrance surface of the crystal, we use silicon photomultipliers (SiPM) as photodetectors for the SES design.
Normally incident beams with 0.6-mm FWHM were used for detector calibration. Since true DOI position is known for simulation data. The normally incident beams could be used to test both X/Y resolution and DOI resolution. In order to be consistent with experimental setup, 45 incident beams with 0.85-mm FWHM on the entrance surface were also used to test the DOI resolution. To calculate the DOI positioning error, the estimated DOI position was compared with both true DOI position and the difference between the estimated X position and the X entry position. This can tell us how much error is introduced by using the difference between the estimated X position and the X entry position as the reference DOI position.
C. Statistics-Based Positioning (SBP) Algorithm
A statistics based positioning (SBP) algorithm is used to improve the detector positioning characteristics compared to standard or modified Anger positioning schemes [1] . For our SBP algorithm, the distributions of output signals for scintillation position are assumed to be independent, Gaussian distributions with mean, , and standard deviation . The likelihood function for making any single observation from distribution M given position is:
The maximum likelihood estimator of is given by:
To allow 3D positioning, a ML clustering method is used to extract DOI information during the light response function calibration of the detector module [2] . Two 3D look-up tables (LUTs) corresponding to the mean and standard deviation of the light response functions are created during calibration. We typically collected 20,000 events per (X,Y) position prior to filtering. After filtering, 5000-8000 events remained for each (X,Y) position. 700-1200 events were used to reliably generate the mean and standard deviation for each (X,Y,DOI) position. Fewer events remained after filtering at the corners of the crystal than near the center. Fig. 4 shows the flow chart of our ML clustering algorithm for DOI decoding [26] . The initial separation is based upon solid angle considerations. For interactions occurring close to the photodetectors more light is collected by the photodetector channel right below the interaction. Then the mean and standard deviation for each photodetector are generated for every spatial position and for each DOI group. The likelihood functions are calculated for each event being assigned to each DOI group. The regrouping by maximizing the likelihood functions after initial separation improves the DOI decoding performance. After a stable separation is reached, approximately the same number of events are assigned to each DOI group. This means the heights of the different DOI groups are different. 7-depth LUTs with 1.013-mm X/Y bins are generated from the separated data. Interpolation is done afterwards to generate LUTs with 0.254-mm X/Y bins. Finally, 15-depth LUTs are generated by applying a third-order polynomial fit to the 7-depth LUTs.
D. Data Filtering
For best SBP positioning performance, the LUTs should be built from single photoelectric interaction events. However for 511-keV photons, most of the first interactions in LYSO crystals (i.e., about 61%) are Compton scatter. Therefore most photons will have interacted multiple times before they are photoelectrically absorbed. We developed a four-step technique to preferentially select single interaction photoelectric events for building LUTs.
In the first step, we set a 20% energy window around the photopeak to select events that deposit 511 keV in the crystal. This energy window was applied to both the calibration data and the test data.
Second, we used 'Anger contour mask' to filter out events that have Compton scattered in the crystal before being photoelectrically absorbed. Examples of an 'Anger contour mask' are illustrated in Figs. 5(a), 5(b). Events within the photopeak energy window are positioned using Anger positioning [28] . A contour mask, a certain percentage of the maximum pixel value, is then applied to the positioning histogram. Events falling outside the contour mask are thrown away since they are most likely multi-interaction events. The rational for implementing the 'Anger contour filter' is that events that have had multiple interactions in the crystal will not be positioned at the point for first interaction and also that most single interaction events will be positioned within our 'Anger contour mask'. For this work, a 20% Anger contour mask was applied to the calibration data, which gives the optimum filtering performance based on simulation [29] .
Third, 3D LUTs are built using the calibration data within the photopeak energy window with Anger contour filter applied. Then the calibration data within the photopeak energy window are positioned using the SBP algorithm.
Finally, a 'SBP contour filter' is applied to the calibration data within the photopeak energy window to further filter out multi-interaction events, as shown in Figs. 5(c), 5(d). This SBP contour filter is based upon the same concept as the Anger contour filter, except that the positioning is done with our SBP algorithm instead of the Anger positioning algorithm. As seen in Fig. 5 , the SBP contour mask performs better than the Anger contour mask especially at the edges of the crystal where Anger positioning is biased while the SBP algorithm is not. The Anger contour mask and the SBP contour mask are not applied to the test data. Therefore the test results include the effects of Compton scatter on positioning performance.
E. Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB)
The CRLB sets the lower bound on the variance of estimators for a deterministic parameter. For our SBP algorithm, the position is an unknown deterministic parameter to be estimated from measurement , distributed according to . The lower bound for the variance of the estimated spatial position could be calculated using Fisher information.
The Fisher information matrix for is a 3 3 matrix
The matrix element is defined as (4) The variance of the spatial position is then bounded as (5) where is the determinant of the matrix. As seen from (4), the CRLB is determined by the standard deviation of the light response functions and how the standard deviation and mean of the light response functions changes with respect to spatial position.
III. RESULTS
A. Experimental Results for Conventional cMiCE Detector
Our SBP algorithm assumes that the output signals from different channels are independent. The correlation between different channels was tested. Fig. 6 shows some examples of channel dependency. The scatter plots display the correlation between channels with maximum signals for filtered events happening at one calibration position assigned to one DOI group. The absolute value of the correlation coefficient for all calibration positions and all DOI groups is for channels within the 21-channel mask. As seen, there is a slight correlation between channels; however, it is not very significant.
Another assumption for our SBP algorithm is that the light response function follows a Gaussian distribution. Fig. 7 shows examples of the light response function with a Gaussian fit. As seen in Fig. 7(a) , the light response function follows a Gaussian distribution well for all seven depths for peak channel (channel 20). The root mean square errors (RMSE) for the Gaussian fit are small. Fig. 7(b) shows the light response function for the sixth depth for channel 22, which is 2 channels away from the peak channel. The light response function still follows a Gaussian distribution. The RMSE is still only 5.40. Fig. 7(c) shows the light response function for channel 15, which is 3.16 channels away from peak channel. The light response function begins to deviate from a Gaussian distribution. The RMSE is 10.64. Fig. 8 shows the X/Y spatial resolution performance for test events covering half of the crystal with 2.026-mm spacing in X/Y to within 2.7 mm of the crystal edge. A 37-channel mask was applied for SBP positioning and CRLB calculation. Fig.  8(a) shows the 2D FWHM contour plots that illustrate the X/Y resolution. To plot out the contour curves, 2D histograms of X/Y positioning results at different fixed test positions were calculated. The FWHM contour curves were plotted at 50% of the peak values of the histograms for each test position. The top row corresponds to the edge of the crystal, while the bottom row corresponds to the center of the crystal. The red dots in the center of the contour plots represent the incident positions of the test beams. As seen, there is almost no bias for (X,Y) positioning. Figs. 8(b), 8(c) show the comparison for the measured X/Y resolution and X/Y CRLB for row AB respectively. The degradation of X resolution at the crystal edges is due to the lack of information in that region. The detector light response function is truncated close to the edges of the crystal. The positioning performance within 2.7 mm of the crystal edge is not characterized due to poor positioning performance. The SBP resolution in X is better than CRLB for the two test positions close to the crystal's edges because the test events positioned to within 2 mm of the crystal's edge are masked off and not included in the positioning profile. Table II summarizes the average X/Y/DOI resolution and the CRLB using all 64 channels for positioning and also when using (X,Y) position could be measured directly. The overall spatial resolution and the CRLB across the whole crystal was characterized by calculating the mean and the standard deviation over all (X,Y) positions. The standard deviation represents the uniformity of the spatial resolution and CRLB across the crystal. As seen, the X/Y resolution is relatively close to the CRLB. The X/Y resolution and the CRLB become better when more channels are included for positioning. However, the DOI resolution is more than double the CRLB even after correcting for the beam diameter and finite X spatial resolution. Table III summarizes the averaged spatial resolution performance for normally incident test beams and the CRLB using LUTs built using our ML clustering algorithm. The CRLB and the spatial resolution from the simulation study are better than the experimental results for the same conventional cMiCE detector configuration. However, similar with experimental data, the difference between the spatial resolution and the CRLB is larger for DOI than for the X/Y spatial resolution. Fig. 10 illustrates the 2D contour plots with 1.025-mm spacing in X/Y to within 2.05 mm of the crystal edge for normally incident test beam with 0.6-mm FWHM. All 144 channels were used for positioning and CRLB calculation.
B. Simulation Results for Conventional cMiCE Detector
C. Simulation Results for SES cMiCE Detector
Table IV summarizes the spatial resolution performance for normally incident test beams and the CRLB using LUTs built using our ML clustering algorithm. In addition, spatial resolution performance was determined for test data with and without Compton scatter. The CRLB and the spatial resolution from the simulation study are better than the experimental results. However, similar with experimental data, the difference between the spatial resolution and the CRLB is larger for DOI than for the X/Y spatial resolution. Excluding Compton scatter from the test data improves the X/Y resolution by 8% and the DOI resolution by 16%, respectively. Fig. 11 shows the histograms for X and DOI positioning errors for normally incident beam at one test position. As seen, the histograms do not follow Gaussian distributions, especially when Compton scatter is included in the test events. The Compton scatter not only broadens the FWHM resolution but also leads to a more pronounced tail. As expected, the Compton scatter events are positioned to the DOI group further from the photodetectors.
In order to study the DOI decoding performance of our ML clustering algorithm, true DOI positions are used for building 15-depth LUTs. The same SBP contour mask was applied to the calibration data. Table V lists the spatial resolution performance for normally incident beams and the CRLB for test data with and without Compton scatter. As seen, for test events with Compton scatter, the DOI resolution improves by 22% compared to the DOI resolution using LUTs built with our ML clustering algorithm (Table IV) , while the X/Y resolution improves by 5%. When excluding Compton scatter and using true DOI positions for building LUTs, both X/Y resolution and DOI resolution are very close to the CRLB. Interestingly, the CRLB using the true DOI positions is worse than the CRLB using our ML clustering algorithm. Fig. 12 shows the representative depth separation results using our ML clustering algorithm and using true DOI positions. The two figures are similar, which means our ML clustering algorithm works well for depth separation. However, the ML clustering algorithm tends to group the events with the same amount of light collected by a certain photodetector channel to one DOI group.
In order to study the error induced by using the difference between the estimated X position and entry X position as the reference DOI position, 45 incident test beams were also used to characterize DOI resolution in simulation. The overall DOI resolution covering a central area of the crystal is when using the true DOI position as the reference DOI position, while it is when using the difference between 
IV. DISCUSSION
The use of CRLB is computationally attractive for analyzing the limiting performance of the detector. However, critical understanding on the limitation of the CRLB is needed in order to use it correctly [30] , [31] . For the CRLB to accurately predict the lowest attainable detector resolution, it is required that (1) the detector light response function is free of systematic error, (2) ML or weighted least-square (WLS) estimators is used and (3) the inverse problem follows the linear Gaussian model. These requirements are not strictly met for the application in this paper.
The absolute value of the correlation coefficient is for PMT channels within a 21-channel mask, which means there is slight correlation between different channels. Several reasons could account for the correlation. First, the number of light photons generated in the LYSO crystal is not fixed even for fixed energy deposited. Second, the calibration beam for each (X,Y) position and each DOI group includes events happening in a range of (X,Y,Z) positions. Third, there are still remaining Compton scatters in the calibration data.
We did not calibrate the conversion gain of our photodetectors, so we are unable to determine the absolute number of photoelectrons on each PMT channel for experimental data. The simulation study for conventional cMiCE detector shows that 37 PMT channels generate more than 5 photoelectrons on average. As seen from Fig. 7 , the experimental detector light response function well follows a Gaussian distribution for PMT channels with relatively big signals, e.g., channels within the 21-channel mask. However, for low-amplitude signals, the detector response function is asymmetric and may be better represented by a scaled Poisson blurred by electronic and amplification noise.
Therefore, our independent Gaussian model for detector light response function has systematic error. For 21-channel positioning, the systematic error is small and mainly comes from the channel dependency. For 64-channel positioning, the systematic error is bigger and comes from both channel dependency and non-Gaussian distribution of light response function for channels with small signals.
After the LUTs were built, the test events were positioned based upon ML estimator. However, restraints were applied at the edges of the crystal. As shown in Fig. 8 , this leads to artificially good X resolution when close to the edge of the crystal.
As shown by Fig. 11 , the X and DOI positioning error profiles do not follow Gaussian distribution, especially when there are Compton scatter events in the test data. Therefore, the inverse problem does not follow linear Gaussian model strictly.
Due to the limitations discussed above, the CRLB does not represent the spatial resolution of the detector. Characterizing the spatial resolution directly by positioning test beams is still required to report accurate intrinsic resolution of the detector. However, the CRLB is a useful metric to quickly compare the detector positioning performance when investigating different detector designs.
Compared to the experimental spatial resolution (Table II) , the positioning performance from simulation data for the same cMiCE detector configuration is better. However, the difference between the CRLB and the measured resolution is similar. Therefore, the simulation study could be used to investigate the positioning performance of the cMiCE detector.
Based upon simulation study, the positioning performance of the SES detector is better than the conventional detector. The difference is caused by several reasons. First, based upon the simulation study in our group [26] , [27] , the X/Y resolution could be improved by 25% and the DOI resolution could be improved by 20% when comparing SES design and conventional design. Second, reducing photodetector size from to could improve the X/Y and DOI resolution by 24% and 17% respectively because of finer sampling of the light response function [27] . While going to more finely pixilated sampling may further improve intrinsic spatial resolution, we are not planning to use photodetectors smaller than due to the large number of channels required for data acquisition. Third, the 0.16 PDE of SiPM is lower than the 0.225 QE of PMT, which degrades the positioning performance of SES detector. Therefore, the performance of the SES detector could be further improved if SiPM with higher PDE is used.
As seen from Tables II-IV, for test events with Compton scatter, the spatial resolution in X/Y is relatively close to the CRLB. The difference is 15-25%. However, the spatial resolution in DOI is more than double the CRLB for experimental data and more than 1.5 times the CRLB for simulation data. The difference between DOI resolution and CRLB is greater for experimental results than simulation results because the difference between the estimated X position and entry X position was used as a surrogate for DOI position. This caused 23% error for DOI resolution shown by simulation data. The two main reasons that could account for the difference between the spatial resolution and the CRLB both in X/Y and in DOI are Compton scatter in the crystal and our ML clustering algorithm.
Through simulation study, the spatial resolution for test events excluding Compton scatter was evaluated to investigate how Compton scatter affects positioning performance. As seen from Table IV , the X/Y and DOI resolution are improved by 8% and 16% respectively when excluding Compton scatter from the test data. Compton scatter affects the DOI resolution more than the X/Y resolution, since small angle scatter is preferred. Reducing Compton scatter in the test data by applying likelihood filtering [32] , [33] could further improve the spatial resolution with some sacrifice in sensitivity.
Since the true DOI positions were known for simulation data, the LUTs were built with true DOI positions to study the DOI decoding performance of our ML clustering algorithm. For test events with Compton scatter, the X/Y and DOI resolution are improved by 5% and 22% when using LUTs built with true DOI positions (Table V) compared to the spatial resolution using LUTs built with our ML clustering algorithm (Table IV) . This implies that our ML clustering algorithm has limitations. Calibrating the detector using beams incident from the sides of the crystal could improve the DOI resolution. However, it is impractical for a crystal. As seen from Table IV, the spatial resolution for test data without Compton scatter is very close to the CRLB when using the true DOI positions to build the LUTs.
Another interesting point is that the CRLB was degraded when building LUTs with true DOI positions although the spatial resolution was improved, as shown in Tables IV and V. One reason to account for this could be that the ML clustering tends to group the events with the same amount of light collected by a certain photodetector channel to one DOI group, as shown in Fig. 11 . This underestimates the variance in the LUT and led to an artificially good CRLB when using ML clustering algorithm for depth separation.
As seen from Tables III and IV, both the spatial resolution and the CRLB are better for the SES detector than the conventional detector based upon simulation study. The CRLB could be used as a quickly computed surrogate metric to coarsely rank order the detector spatial resolution performance when investigating different detector designs.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the measured X/Y resolution is close to the calculated CRLB, while the calculated CRLB in DOI is over optimistic. The main reason for this is that calibration beams with fixed X/Y positions are used when building the LUTs, while the DOI positions are estimated using a ML clustering algorithm. Compton scatter also affects the DOI resolution more than X/Y resolution because small angle scatter is preferred. Finally, while there are discrepancies between the spatial resolution and the CRLB, we think that the CRLB can be used to rank order the spatial resolution performance of different detector geometries and could serve as a guide when investigating new detector geometries.
